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It is regrettable that the most recent list of bishops, who we know to have officiated in
Egypt at some point in time (compiled by G. Fedalto) does not pay any attention to the evidence
of the documentary papyri from Byzantine Egypt. Similar reference works also appear to contain
certain omissions and/or errors. It would, moreover, be desirable that these reference works were
used to supplement each other. The following handlists are intended to provide scholars with
elementary information concerning the sees and the names of bishops in Byzantine Egypt
between 325 and c. 750 A.D. This span of time has been suggested by the fact that there is little
chance that a Greek papyrus from Egypt written before A.D. 325 would mention a Christian
bishop (in general, there is not much information about bishops in the Egyptian x≈ra before the
Council of Nicaea), and that there are hardly any papyri written in Greek and dating from after c.
750 A.D. (cf. BSAC 26 [1984] 99-108). The idea to start working as a Greek papyrologist on
such lists was inspired by W. van Gucht's interesting article Some Egyptian Bishops and the Date
of PLandlisten (Proc. XVIIth International Congress of Papyrology, III [Naples 1984] 1135-40)
in which he pointed out that the date of two Greek documentary papyrus codices lacking an
absolute date could be established fairly precisely with the help of the literary tradition
concerning bishops in 4th-century Egypt. Editors of documentary papyri should, of course, pay
attention to such literary sources, just as, vice versa, scholars belonging to other disciplines
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should always exploit the data from the papyri as much as possible. For their benefit I have
compiled the following lists:
A: (ARCH-)BISHOPS IN GREEK DOCUMENTARY PAPYRI AND INSCRIPTIONS FROM BYZANTINE
EGYPT:
A.1: A r r a n g e d  b y  E d i t i o n
A.2: A r r a n g e d  b y  L o c a l i t y
A.3: A r r a n g e d  b y  N a m e a :  B i s h o p s  b e f o r e  A . D . 4 0 0
b :  B i s h o p s  a f t e r  A . D . 4 0 0
The basic materials for these lists were retrieved from the Duke Data Bank of Documentary
Papyri (PHI CD ROM # 6) (searching for words starting with §piskop-) and from F. Preisigke,
Wörterbuch der griechischen Papyrusurkunden, III Abschn. 21 s.v. §p¤skopow. Papyri are cited
according to the abbreviations listed in J.F. Oates a.o., Checklist of Editions of Greek Papyri,
Ostraka and Tablets4, 1992 (BASP Supplem. 7); the (few) abbreviations of inscriptions from
Egypt are:
Lef.: G. Lefebvre, Recueil des inscriptions grecques-chrétiennes d'Égypte. Le Caire 1907
(repr. Chicago 1978).
I.Pan: A. Bernand, Pan du désert. Leiden 1977.
I.Phil.: E. Bernand, Les inscriptions grecques de Philae, II: Haut et Bas Empire. Paris 1969.
I.Syring.: J. Baillet, Inscriptions grecques et latines des tombeaux des rois ou syringues. Le
Caire 1926.
NB: Papyri mentioning any bishop(s) officiating outside of Egypt are listed only in list A.1
(P.Cair.Masp. II 67168 [Pentapolis]; P.Leid.Inst. 13 [Mytilene]; P.Ness. III 50-52 [Nessana]; PSI
IV 311 [Laodicea]); they are neglected in lists A.2 and A.3.
B: BISHOPS IN COPTIC DOCUMENTARY SOURCES FROM BYZANTINE EGYPT
B.1: B i s h o p s  f o u n d  i n  W . C .  T i l l ,  D a t i e r u n g  u n d  P r o s o p o g r a p h i e
B.1.1: A r r a n g e d  b y  L o c a l i t y
B.1.2: A r r a n g e d  b y  N a m e
The materials for this list (dealing mainly with bishops in the Thebaid) are in Till's well-
known monograph.
B.2: B i s h o p s  i n  o t h e r  C o p t i c  s o u r c e s  (i.e. not in Till, op.cit.)
B.2.1: A r r a n g e d  b y  L o c a l i t y
B.2.2: A r r a n g e d  b y  N a m e
For this list I searched only through the major monographical publications of Coptic
documentary papyri, especially as far as these contain material from outside the Thebaid (already
listed by Till); for abbreviations used see the checklist of Coptic documentary papyri compiled
by A. A. Schiller in BASP 13 [1976] 99-123.1
1 I am grateful to Dr. M. Hasitzka (Vienna) who is currently preparing a Sammelbuch of Coptic
documentary sources originally published in journal articles; she searched her files for any bishops which
might need to be incorporated into my lists. It turned out that there were among the documents known to
her no sources relevant for the period A.D. 325- ca. 750. Likewise, I should like to express here my
gratitude to W. Clarysse (Leuven) and W.G. Brokkaar (Amsterdam) who furthered my work by providing
me with useful information and by making some abstruse sources available to me. Furthermore I am
grateful to Mr. J. Cowey who kindly checked my English.
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C: BISHOPS IN GREEK AND COPTIC (SEMI)-LITERARY SOURCES
C.1: A r r a n g e d  b y  L o c a l i t y
C.2: A r r a n g e d  b y  N a m e
For these I have concentrated upon comparing two modern reference works with one
another and referring to them: see the works by S. Timm and G. Fedalto. In some cases I have
added supplementary references to other relevant works. In cases where Fedalto’s work
contained the same data as that of Timm, I have not referred specifically to Fedalto’s list, but
limited myself to providing references to Timm. For the user's convenience I repeat in list C.1
the data listed in A.2, B.1.1 and B.2.1.
Finally, in section D (p. 316ff.) I have made some remarks on (a) sees of bishops which
cannot be identified with a metropolis of an Egyptian nome, (b) on the relationship between our
papyrological documentation and the (semi-)literary tradition and (c) on pagan names born by
Christian bishops.
A: (ARCH-)BISHOPS IN GREEK DOCUMENTARY PAPYRI AND INSCRIPTIONS:
A.1: A r r a n g e d  b y  E d i t i o n :
Edition Name Locality Date
P.Alex. 32.3 B¤ktvr Hermopolis? 448/463
P.Bad. IV 94.37 -hw Apollinop.Hept. V
P.Berl.Zill. 8.5 P°trow Arsinoe 663
P.Berl.Zill. 14.5 P°trow Oxyrhynchos? c. 530
P.Brook. 16.2 P°trow Arsinoe c. VII
P.Cair Masp. III 295.iii.19; 326.4 Kefãlvn Antaiopolis c. 500-550
P.Cair Masp. II 67168.50,80,82,84 YeÒdvrow Pentapolis byz.
P.Cair. S.R. 3676 (c.II)2 Taur›now ? VI
P.Col. VII 160.4,8,15,32,46,51; 161.3 ÑIerakapÒllvn Panopolis?3 c. 350
CPR V 11.11 ÉAmmvnoy°vn ? early IV?
CPR VIII 37.10 D›ow Hermopolis IV
P.Erl. 106.68 CenetË(miw)4 Thebaid IV
P.Giss. 55.7 Foibãdiow Aphrodito?5 VI
P.Grenf. I 63.6,236 SenoÊyiow Apollinop.Ano VI/VII
P.Grenf. I 66.4 Taur›now7 Apollinop.Ano? VI/VII
P.Grenf. II 91.9 P°trow Thebaid VI/VII
P.Grenf. II 93.7 SenoÊyhw ? VI/VII
P.Harr. I 94.13 DionÊsiow Oxyrhynchos late IV
P.Haun. III 65.7 YeÒdvrow Aphrodito?8 V/VI
2 Published in Analecta Papyrologica 2 (1990) 125-128.
3 Cf. P.Col. VII p. 103.
4 Ed. princ. Feneg, corrected by me on the basis of a photo of the text.
5 It is not certain whether Phoibadios was a bishop officiating in the village of Aphrodito. On this
question see below, p. 317.
6 Cf. ZPE 49 (1982) 92; compare also P.Grenf. I 66, II 89, 90 for the dossier this papyrus belongs to.
Cf. also below, P.Grenf. II 93 and infra fnn. 77-78.
7 For the correct form of the name cf. Analecta Papyrologica 2 (1990) 126 n.2. The ed.princ. read
Taurin¤ƒ.
8 For the question concerning bishops from Aphrodito see below, p. 317.
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P.Herm.Landl. I 298 = II 510 (ÉAmm≈niow) ÉAmmvnianÒw Antinoopolis c. 350
P.Herm.Landl. I 305 = II 519-520; Anh. I 59 ÉAr¤vn Antinoopolis c. 350
P.Herm.Landl. I 512 = II 731; Anh. I 50 Makãriow Antinoopolis c. 350
P.Herm.Landl. II 147 D›ow Hermopolis c. 350
P.Köln III 152.5 ÑEllãdiow Arsinoe 477
P.Leid. Z9 ÉApp¤vn Syene 425-450
P.Leid.Inst. 13.38 LhtÒiow Mytilene late IV
P.Lips. 43.2,6 PlousianÒw Hermopolis?10 IV
P.Lond. I 77.16 ÉAbraãmiow11 Hermonthis c. 600
P.Lond. III 981 (p. 242).2,712 ÉIvãnnhw ? IV
P.Lond. III 130313 Salamçw Hermopolis 498
P.Lond. V 1803.1 ÑHraklãmmvn ? VI
P.Lond. VI 1914.7-814 ÉIsãk Letopolis c. 335
P.Lond. VI 1914.4815 ÖEmìw` ? c. 335
P.Lond. VI 1914.48 P°trow ? c. 335
P.Michael. 41.69 ÉIvãnnhw Aphrodito?16 539/554
P.Ness. III 50.2 Ge≈rgiow ? VII
P.Ness. III 51.1 Mvus∞w Aela VII
P.Ness. III 52.14 ÉIvãnnhw Nessana ? VII
P.Oxy. XVI 1967.3 P°trow Oxyrhynchos 427
P.Oxy. XVI 1900.5 P°trow Oxyrhynchos 528
P.Oxy. XXII 2344.1 DionÊsiow Oxyrhynchos bef. 336
P.Oxy. XXXIV 2729.8 YeÒdvrow Oxyrhynchos c. 350
P.Prag. I 51.4 EÈs°biow
P`at`[¨¨¨`]hyou
Arsinoe 406
P.Prag. I 100.2; 101.1 Kalos¤riow Arsinoe V
P.Princ. II 82,12, 22,27,69,89 KËrow Lycopolis 481
P.Rain.Cent. 79.1 ÉIvãnnhw Hermopolis VI
PSI III 216.4 P°trow Oxyrhynchos 534
PSI IV 311.8 YeÒdotow Laodicea IV
P.Sorb. inv. 222717, p. 131.B.1 ÉIs¤dvrow Hermopolis early VII
P.Sorb.inv. 2227, p. 18.7, 20.37 Foibãmmvn Theodosioupolis early VII
9 Reedited in OMRO 68 (1988) 97-111.
10 The ed. assigns this fourth-century papyrus to Hermopolis on the grounds that it was acquired
together with papyri which certainly came from Hermopolis. But whether the text was really written in
Hermopolis must remain an open question; in itself it is conceivable that it was written in Lycopolis (for a
bishop Plousianos officiating in Lycopolis cf. below, section C.1) but transferred at some later stage to
Hermopolis.
11 Cf. W.C. Till, Prosopographie, 52.
12 Cf. M. Naldini, Il Cristianesimo, # 51.
13 Cf. Tyche 6 (1991) 197f.; ZPE 96 (1993) 135f., esp. 140.
14 Cf. P.Lond. 1914.6 n.
15 See ed.'s note ad loc.; possibly the name should be read as Kãlhw, in which case the Meletian
bishop of Hermonthis was meant.
16 It is not certain that Ioannes was a bishop officiating in the village of Aphrodito. On this question
see below, p. 317.
17 To be published by J.Gascou in a forthcoming volume of the American Studies in Papyrology.
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SB I 1449; 4819.5 P°trow Arsinoe VII
SB I 4832.3; 5254.5 P°trow Arsinoe post 641
SB IV 7449.1,15 YeÒdvrow Oxyrhynchos 450-500
SB VI 9527.5 YeÒfilow Alexandria 385-412
SB VIII 9876.3 PaËlow Herakleopolis 534
SB VIII 9877 = 10071.3 ÉIvsÆfiow ? V-VII
SB X 10766.2,7-8 Efirhna›ow ? 450-500
SB XII 10767.5 XristÒdvrow ? VI
SB XII 10808.2 ÉIvãnnhw ? V
SB XII 10809.1 OÈlpianÒw Hermopolis VI
SB XII 10939.3 TimÒyeow Oxyrhynchos V
SB XVI 12869.1 Makãriow Apollinop.Ano VI/VII
SPP III 64.3 S[er]∞[n]ow Herakleopolis VI
SPP III 214 = XX 253.3 P°trow Arsinoe VI
SPP III 215 = XX 272.3 P°trow Arsinoe VI
SPP III 216-232; 236 P°trow Arsinoe VI
SPP VIII 961.3 ÉAbraãmiow Herakleopolis? V
Lef. 380 = SB V 8698 ÉAyanãsiow Alexandria IV
Lef. 584= I.Phil.216.8 YeÒdvrow Philae 577
Lef. 586= I.Phil.200.6 YeÒdvrow Philae
Lef. 587= I.Phil.202.3 YeÒdvrow Philae
Lef. 589= I.Phil.204.5 YeÒdvrow Philae
Lef. 591= I.Phil.201.5 YeÒdvrow Philae
Lef. 592= I.Phil.194.8 DaniÆliow Philae 449/464
Lef. 593= I.Phil.195.9 DaniÆliow Philae 450/465
Lef. 684 Kall¤nikow Philae? ?
Lef. 721 ÉAl°jandrow Alexandria c. 326
Lef. 722, 723 ÉIvsÆf ? ?
Lef. 765.a ÉAbraãmiow ? V-VI
Lef. 766 Bhsãmmvn ? V-VI
I.Pan 27.7 ÑAtr∞w Maximianopolis IV
I.Syring. 141 ÉAnan¤aw ? ?
A.2: A r r a n g e d  b y  L o c a l i t y :
Locality Name Edition Date
Alexandria ÉAyanãsiow Lef. 380 = SB V 8698 IV
Alexandria ÉAl°jandrow Lef. 721 c. 326
Alexandria YeÒfilow SB VI 9527.5 385-412
Antaiopolis Kefãlvn P.Cair Masp. III 295.iii.19; 326.4
Antinoopolis ÉAmmvnianÒw /
ÉAmm≈niow
P.Herm.Landl. I 298 = II 510 c. 350
Antinoopolis ÉAr¤vn P.Herm.Landl. I 305 = II 519-520; Anh. I
59
c. 350
Antinoopolis Makãriow P.Herm.Landl. I 512 = II 731; Anh. I 50 c. 350
Aphrodito?18 YeÒdvrow P.Haun. III 65.7 V/VI
18 Cf. above, fn. 8.
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Aphrodito?19 ÉIvãnnhw P.Michael. 41.69 539/554
Aphrodito?20 Foibãdiow P.Giss. 55.7 VI
Apollinop.Ano Makãriow SB XVI 12869.1 VI/VII
Apollinop.Ano SenoÊyiow P.Grenf. I 63.6,2321 VI/VII
Apollinop.Ano? Taur›now P.Grenf. I 66.422 VI/VII
Apollinop.Hept. -hw P.Bad. IV 94.37 V
Arsinoe EÈs°biow
P`at`[¨¨¨`]hyou
P.Prag. I 51.4 406
Arsinoe ÑEllãdiow P.Köln III 152.5 477
Arsinoe Kalos¤riow P.Prag. I 100.2; 101.1 V
Arsinoe P°trow23 SPP III 214 = XX 253.3 VI
Arsinoe P°trow SPP III 215 = XX 272.3 VI
Arsinoe P°trow SPP III 216-232; 236 VI (?)
Arsinoe P°trow SB I 1449; 4819.5 VII
Arsinoe P°trow SB I 4832.3; 5254.5 post 641
Arsinoe P°trow P.Berl.Zill. 8.5 663
Arsinoe P°trow P.Brook. 16.2 c. VII
Herakleopolis? ÉAbraãmiow SPP VIII 961.3 V
Herakleopolis PaËlow SB VIII 9876.3 534
Herakleopolis S[er]∞[n]ow SPP III 64.3 VI
Hermonthis ÉAbraãmiow P.Lond. I 77.1624 c. 600
Hermopolis D›ow P.Herm.Landl. II 147 c. 350
Hermopolis D›ow CPR VIII 37.10 IV
Hermopolis?25 PlousianÒw P.Lips. 43.2,6 IV
Hermopolis? B¤ktvr P.Alex. 32.3 448/463
Hermopolis Salamçw P.Lond. III 130326 498
Hermopolis ÉIvãnnhw P.Rain.Cent. 79.1 VI
Hermopolis OÈlpianÒw SB XII 10809.1 VI
Hermopolis ÉIs¤dvrow P.Sorb. inv. 2227,27 p. 131.B.1 early VII
Laodicea YeÒdotow PSI IV 311.8 IV
Letopolis ÉIsãk P.Lond. VI 1914.7-828 c. 335
Lycopolis KËrow P.Princ. II 82,12, 22,27,69,89 481
Maximianopolis ÑAtr∞w I.Pan 27.7 IV
Oxyrhynchos DionÊsiow P.Oxy. XXII 2344.1 bef. 336
Oxyrhynchos DionÊsiow P.Harr. I 94.13 late IV
Oxyrhynchos YeÒdvrow P.Oxy. XXXIV 2729.8 c. 350
19 Cf. above, fn. 16.
20 Cf. above, fn. 5.
21 Cf. above, fn. 6 and infra, fnn. 35, 77, 78.
22 Cf. above, fn. 7 and infra, fn. 78.
23 Cf. below, fn. 46.
24 Cf. above, fn. 11.
25 Cf. above, fn. 10.
26 Cf. above, fn. 13.
27 Cf. above, fn. 17.
28 Cf. above, fn. 14.
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Oxyrhynchos P°trow P.Oxy. XVI 1967.3 427
Oxyrhynchos YeÒdvrow SB IV 7449.1,15 450-500
Oxyrhynchos TimÒyeow SB XII 10939.3 V
Oxyrhynchos P°trow P.Oxy. XVI 1900.5 528
Oxyrhynchos? P°trow P.Berl.Zill. 14.5 c. 530
Oxyrhynchos P°trow PSI III 216.4 534
Panopolis?29 ÑIerakapÒllvn P.Col. VII 160.4,8,15,32,46,51; 161.3 c. 350
Philae DaniÆliow Lef. 592= I.Phil.194.8 449/464
Philae DaniÆliow Lef. 593= I.Phil.195.9 450/465
Philae YeÒdvrow Lef. 584= I.Phil.216.8 577
Philae YeÒdvrow Lef. 586= I.Phil.200.6 c. 577
Philae YeÒdvrow Lef. 587= I.Phil.202.3 c. 577
Philae YeÒdvrow Lef. 589= I.Phil.204.5 c. 577
Philae YeÒdvrow Lef. 591= I.Phil.201.5 c. 577
Philae? Kall¤nikow Lef. 684 ?
Syene ÉApp¤vn P.Leid. Z30 425-450
Thebaid CenetË(miw)31 P.Erl. 106.68 IV
Thebaid P°trow P.Grenf. II 91.9 VI/VII
Theodosioupolis Foibãmmvn P.Sorb.inv. 2227, p. 18.7, 20.3732 early VII
? ÉAbraãmiow Lef. 765.a V-VI
? ÉAmmvnoy°vn CPR V 11.11 early IV?
? Bhsãmmvn Lef. 766 V-VI
? ÉIvãnnhw P.Lond. III 981 (p. 242).2,733 IV
? ÖEmìw`34 P.Lond. VI 1914.48 c. 335
? P°trow P.Lond. VI 1914.48 c. 335
? Efirhna›ow SB X 10766.2,7-8 450-500
? ÉIvãnnhw SB XII 10808.2 V
? ÉIvsÆfiow SB VIII 9877 = 10071.3 V-VII
? ÉIvsÆf Lef. 722, 723 ?
? ÑHraklãmmvn P.Lond. V 1803.1 VI
? XristÒdvrow SB XII 10767.5 VI
? Taur›now P.Cair. S.R. 3676 (c.II)35 VI
?36 SenoÊyhw P.Grenf. II 93.7 VI/VII
?37 ÉAnan¤aw I.Syring. 141 ?
29 Cf. above, fn. 3.
30 Cf. above, fn. 9.
31 Cf. above, fn. 4.
32 Cf. above, fn. 17.
33 Cf. above, fn. 12.
34 Cf. above, fn. 15.
35 Cf. above, fn. 2.
36 Possibly from Apollinopolis Ano? Cf. P. Grenf. I 63 and above, fn. 6,, for a bishop with a very
similar name, who officiated there.
37 This bishop Ananias (not known to the editor of the inscription) might perhaps be identified with
the bishop of Hermonthis of that name (listed below in list C.1) ?
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A.3: A r r a n g e d  b y  N a m e :
Name Locality Edition
ÉAbraãmiow Herakleopolis? SPP VIII 961.3 (V)
ÉAbraãmiow Hermonthis P.Lond. I 77.16 (c. 600)
ÉAbraãmiow ? Lef. 765.a (V-VI)
ÉAyanãsiow Alexandria Lef. 380 = SB V 8698 (328-373)
ÉAl°jandrow Alexandria Lef. 721 (c.326)
ÉAmmvnianÒw /
ÉAmm≈niow
Antinoopolis P.Herm.Landl. I 298 = II 510 (c. 350)
ÉAmmvnoy°vn ? CPR V 11.11
ÉAnan¤aw ?38 I.Syring. 141
ÉApp¤vn Syene P.Leid. Z39 (425-450)
ÉAr¤vn Antinoopolis P.Herm.Landl. I 305 = II 519-520; Anh. I 59 (c. 350)
ÑAtr∞w Maximianopolis I.Pan 27.7 (bef. 339?)
Bhsãmmvn ? Lef. 766 (V-VI)
B¤ktvr Hermopolis? P.Alex. 32.3 (448/463)
DaniÆliow Philae Lef. 592.8; 593.9 (449-465)
DionÊsiow Oxyrhynchos P.Oxy. XXII 2344.1 (c. 336?); P.Harr. I 94.13 (late
IV?)
D›ow Hermopolis P.Herm.Landl. II 147; CPR VIII 37.10 (c. 350)
Efirhna›ow ? SB X 10766.2,7-8 (450-500)
ÑEllãdiow Arsinoe P.Köln III 152.5 (477)
ÖEmìw` ? P.Lond. VI 1914.4840 (335)
EÈs°biow
P`at`[¨¨¨`]hyou
Arsinoe P.Prag. I 51.4 (406)
ÑHraklãmmvn ? P.Lond. V 1803.1 (VI)
YeÒdvrow Aphrodito? P.Haun. III 65.7 (VI)
YeÒdvrow Oxyrhynchos P.Oxy. XXXIV 2729.8 (c. 352; cf. Aegyptus 64
[1984] 219); SB IV 7449.1,15 (450-500)
YeÒdvrow Syene Lef. 584; 586; 587; 589; 591 (c. 577)
YeÒfilow Alexandria SB VI 9527.5 (385-412)
ÑIerakapÒllvn Panopolis?41 P.Col. VII 160.4,8,15,32,46,51; 161.3 (c. 350)
ÉIsãk Letopolis P.Lond. VI 1914.7-8 (c. 335)42
ÉIs¤dvrow Hermopolis P.Sorb. inv. 2227,43 p. 131.B.1 (early VII)
ÉIvãnnhw ? P.Lond. III 981 (p. 242).2,744 (IV)
ÉIvãnnhw Aphrodito?45 P.Michael. 41.69 (539-554)
ÉIvãnnhw Hermopolis P.Rain.Cent. 79.1 (VI)
ÉIvãnnhw ? SB XII 10808.2 (V)
38 Cf. above, fn. 37.
39 Cf. above, fn. 9.
40 Cf. above, fn. 15.
41 Cf. above, fn. 3.
42 Cf. above, fn. 14.
43 Cf. above, fn. 17.
44 Cf. above, fn. 12.
45 Cf. above, fn. 16.
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ÉIvsÆf ? Lef. 722, 723 (?)
ÉIvsÆfiow ? SB VIII 9877 = 10071.3 (V-VII)
Kall¤nikow Philae? Lef. 684 (?)
Kalos¤riow Arsinoe P.Prag. I 100.2; 101.1 (V)
Kefãlvn Antaiopolis P.Cair Masp. III 295.iii.19; 326.4 (500-550)
KËrow Lycopolis P.Princ. II 82,12, 22,27,69,89 (481)
Makãriow Antinoopolis P.Herm.Landl. I 512 = II 731; Anh. I 50; SB XVI
12869.1 (c. 350)
OÈlpianÒw Hermopolis SB XII 10809.1 (VI)
PaËlow Herakleopolis SB VIII 9876.3 (534)
P°trow Arsinoe P.Berl.Zill. 8.5 (663); P.Brook. 16.2; SPP III 216-232;
236; XX 253.3; 272.3; SB I 1449; 4819.5; 4832;
5254.5 (VII)46
P°trow I Oxyrhynchos P.Oxy. XVI 1967.3 (427)
P°trow II Oxyrhynchos P.Oxy. XVI 1900.5 (528); PSI III 216.4 (534);
P.Berl.Zill. 14.5 (c. 530)
P°trow Thebaid P.Grenf. II 91.9 (VI/VII)
P°trow ? P.Lond. VI 1914.48 (335)
PlousianÒw Hermopolis? P.Lips. 43.2,6 (IV)47
Salamçw Hermopolis P.Lond. III 130348 (498)
SenoÊyhw ?49 P.Grenf. II 93.7 (VI/VII)
SenoÊyiow Apollinop.Ano P.Grenf. I 63.6,23 (VI/VII)
Ser∞now Herakleopolis SPP III 64.3 (VI)
Taur›now Apollinop.Ano? P.Grenf. I 66.4 (VI/VII)50
Taur›now ? P.Cair. S.R. 3676 (c.II)51 (VI)
TimÒyeow Oxyrhynchos SB XII 10939.3 (V)
Foibãdiow Aphrodito?52 P.Giss. 55.7 (VI)
Foibãmmvn Theodosioupolis P.Sorb.inv. 2227, p. 18.7,  20.3753 (early VII)
XristÒdvrow ? SB XII 10767.5 (VI)
CenetË(miw)54 Thebaid P.Erl. 106.68 (IV)
-hw Apollinop.Hept. P.Bad. IV 94.37 (V)
46 For the dossier concerning this bishop of Arsinoe cf. also Archiv 37 (1991) 51-54. Like J.C.
Shelton (P.Brook. 16, introd.) I cannot escape thinking that all Vienna texts in SPP III, VIII and in SB I
5254 mentioning a bishop Peter may refer in practice to the same person as the bishop Peter mentioned in
texts now kept in Paris (SB I 4819, 4832; in view of their invocation formula both texts are, like SB I
5254, to be dated later than A.D. 641), in Brooklyn (P.Brook. 16) and in Berlin (P.Berl.Zill. 8). If this idea
is correct, it means that the date of the SPP III texts should be moved from the VIth to the VIIth century
(for the date of SPP XX 253 and 272 cf. also Pros.Ars. s.n. 4072). Nothing prevents us from connecting
the inscription SB I 1449 with this bishop Peter.
47 Cf. above, fn. 10.
48 Cf. above, fn. 13.
49 Cf. above, fn. 36.
50 Cf. above, fn. 7.
51 Cf. above, fn. 2.
52 Cf. above, fn. 5.
53 Cf. above, fn. 17.
54 Cf. above, fn. 4.
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A.3.a: Bishops before A.D.400, arranged by name (italic type = also attested below in section C)
Name Locality Edition
ÉAyanãsiow Alexandria Lef. 380 = SB V 8698 (328-373)
ÉAl°jandrow Alexandria Lef. 721 (c. 326)
ÉAmmvnianÒw /
ÉAmm≈niow
Antinoopolis P.Herm.Landl. I 298 = II 510 (c.350)
ÉAmmvnoy°vn ? CPR V 11.11 (early IV?)
ÉAr¤vn Antinoopolis P.Herm.Landl. I 305 = II 519-520; Anh. I 59 (c.350)
ÑAtr∞w Maximianopolis I.Pan 27.7 (bef. 339?)
DionÊsiow Oxyrhynchos P.Oxy. XXII 2344.1 (c.336?); P.Harr. I 94.13 (late
IV?)
D›ow Hermopolis P.Herm.Landl. II 147; CPR VIII 37.10 (c. 350)
ÖEmìw`55 ? P.Lond. VI 1914.48 (c. 335)
YeÒdvrow Oxyrhynchos P.Oxy. XXXIV 2729.8 (c.352; cf. Aegyptus 64 [1984]
219)
YeÒfilow Alexandria SB VI 9527.5 (385-412)
ÑIerakapÒllvn Panopolis? P.Col. VII 160.4,8,15,32,46,51; 161.3 (c. 350)
ÉIsãk Letopolis P.Lond. VI 1914.7-8 (c. 335)56
ÉIvãnnhw ? P.Lond. III 981 (p. 242).2,757 (IV)
Makãriow Antinoopolis P.Herm.Landl. I 512 = II 731; Anh. I 50; SB XVI
12869.1 (c. 350)
P°trow ? P.Lond. VI 1914.48 (335)
PlousianÒw Hermopolis? P.Lips. 43.2,6 (IV)58
CenetË(miw)59 Thebaid P.Erl. 106.68 (IV)
A.3.b: Bishops after A.D.400, arranged by name (italic type = also attested below in sections B
and/or C)
Name Locality Edition
ÉAbraãmiow Herakleopolis? SPP VIII 961.3 (V)
ÉAbraãmiow Hermonthis P.Lond. I 77.16 (c. 600)
ÉAbraãmiow ? Lef. 765.a (V-VI)
ÉApp¤vn Syene P.Leid. Z60 (425-450)
Bhsãmmvn ? Lef. 766 (V-VI)
B¤ktvr Hermopolis? P.Alex. 32.3 (448/463)
DaniÆliow Philae Lef. 592.8; 593.9 (449-465)
Efirhna›ow ? SB X 10766.2,7-8 (450-500)
ÑEllãdiow Arsinoe P.Köln III 152.5 (477)
EÈs°biow
P`at`[¨¨¨`]hyou
Arsinoe P.Prag. I 51.4 (406)
55 Cf. above, fn. 15.
56 Cf. above, fn. 14.
57 Cf. above, fn. 12.
58 Cf. above, fn. 10.
59 Cf. above, fn. 4.
60 Cf. above, fn. 9.
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ÑHraklãmmvn ? P.Lond. V 1803.1 (VI)
YeÒdvrow Aphrodito? P.Haun. III 65.7 (VI)
YeÒdvrow Oxyrhynchos SB IV 7449.1,15 (450-500)
YeÒdvrow Syene Lef. 584; 586; 587; 589; 591 (c. 577)
YeÒfilow Alexandria SB VI 9527.5 (385-412)
ÉIs¤dvrow Hermopolis P.Sorb.inv. 2227, p. 131.B.161 (early VII)
ÉIvãnnhw ? P.Lond. III 981 (p. 242).2,762 (IV)
ÉIvãnnhw Aphrodito?63 P.Michael. 41.69 (539-554)
ÉIvãnnhw Hermopolis P.Rain.Cent. 79.1 (VI)
ÉIvãnnhw ? SB XII 10808.2 (V)
ÉIvsÆf ? Lef. 722, 723 (?)
ÉIvsÆfiow ? SB VIII 9877 = 10071.3 (V-VII)
Kall¤nikow Philae? Lef. 684 (?)
Kalos¤riow Arsinoe P.Prag. I 100.2; 101.1 (V)
Kefãlvn Antaiopolis P.Cair Masp. III 295.iii.19; 326.4 (500-550)
KËrow Lycopolis P.Princ. II 82,12, 22,27,69,89 (481)
OÈlpianÒw Hermopolis SB XII 10809.1 (VI)
PaËlow Herakleopolis SB VIII 9876.3 (534)
P°trow Arsinoe P.Berl.Zill. 8.5 (663); P.Brook. 16.2; SPP III 216-232;
236; XX 253.3; 272.3; SB I 1449; 4819.5; 4832;
5254.5 (VII)64
P°trow I Oxyrhynchos P.Oxy. XVI 1967.3 (427)
P°trow II Oxyrhynchos P.Oxy. XVI 1900.5 (528); PSI III 216.4 (534);
P.Berl.Zill. 14.5 (c. 530)
P°trow Thebaid P.Grenf. II 91.9 (VI/VII)
Salamçw Hermopolis P.Lond. III 1303 (498)65
SenoÊyhw ? P.Grenf. II 93.7 (VI/VII)
SenoÊyiow Apollinop.Ano P.Grenf. I 63.6,23 (VI/VII)
Ser∞now Herakleopolis SPP III 64.3 (VI)
Taur›now Apollinop.Ano P.Grenf. I 66.4 (VI/VII)66
Taur›now ? P.Cair. S.R. 3676 (c.II)67 (VI)
TimÒyeow Oxyrhynchos SB XII 10939.3 (V)
Foibãdiow Aphrodito?68 P.Giss. 55.7 (VI)
Foibãmmvn Theodosioupolis P.Sorb.inv. 2227, p. 18.7, 20.3769 (early VII)
XristÒdvrow ? SB XII 10767.5 (VI)
-hw Apollinop.Hept. P.Bad. IV 94.37 (V)
61 Cf. above, fn. 17.
62 Cf. above, fn. 12.
63 Cf. above, fn. 16.
64 Cf. above, fn. 46.
65 Cf. above, fn. 13.
66 Cf. above, fn. 7. Cf. also the remark by W.E. Crum to Varia Coptica # 38 n.1.
67 Cf. above, fn. 2.
68 Cf. above, fn. 5.
69 Cf. above, fn. 17.
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B: BISHOPS IN COPTIC DOCUMENTARY SOURCES FROM BYZANTINE EGYPT
B.1: B i s h o p s  f o u n d  i n  W . C .  T i l l ,  D a t i e r u n g  u n d  P r o s o p o g r a p h i e
B.1.1: A r r a n g e d  b y  L o c a l i t y
Locality Name Date Till, op.cit., p.
Alexandria Damianos 578-605 p. 71
Ape (= Luxor?) Antonios c. 600 p. 60; cf. Timm I 133; V 2142 (Ape
= Luxor), 2174; VI 2907 (= Luxor?)
Apollinop.Ano Horame c. 600-630 p. 96; cf. Timm III 1149
Apollinop.Ano Theodoros 649 p. 218
Apollinop.Ano? Taurinos ? p. 214
Diospolis parva Abraham ? p. 52
Hermonthis Abraham c. 600 p. 52
Hermonthis Ananias c. 590 p. 56
Hermonthis? Andreas ? p. 58
Hermonthis Kollouthos c. 770 p. 121
Hermonthis? Michaias ? p. 144
Hermonthis Patermuthis ? p. 159
Hermonthis Pesynthios c. 600? p. 168
Koptos Pesynthios c. 600 p. 168
Koptos Moses c. 620? p. 146
Koptos Menas VIII? p. 143
Kos = Diokletianopolis Pisrael c. 600 p. 181
Lykopolis? Konstantinos c. 600? p. 124
Philae Severos c. 750 p. 199
? Elias ? p. 80
? Ezekiel ? p. 88 (?)
? Isak ? p. 100
? Ioannes ? p. 111
? Kallinikos ? p. 117
? Serenianos ? p. 198
B.1.2: A r r a n g e d  b y  N a m e  (italic type = also listed below in section C.1)
Name Locality Date Till, op.cit., p.
Abraham Hermonthis c. 600 p. 52
Abraham Diospolis parva ? p. 52
Ananias Hermonthis c. 590 p. 56
Andreas Hermonthis? ? p. 58
Antonios Ape (= Luxor?) c. 600 p. 60; cf. Timm I 133; V 2142 (Ape
= Luxor), 2174; VI 2907 (= Luxor?)
Damianos Alexandria 578-605 p. 71
Elias ? ? p. 80
Ezekiel ? ? p. 88 (?)
Horame Apollinop.Ano c. 600-630 p. 96; cf. Timm III 1149
Ioannes ? ? p. 111
Isak ? ? p. 100
Kallinikos ? ? p. 117
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Kollouthos Hermonthis c. 770 p. 121
Konstantinos Lykopolis? c. 600? p. 124
Menas Koptos VIII? p. 143
Michaias Hermonthis? ? p. 144
Moses Koptos c. 620? p. 146
Patermuthis Hermonthis ? p. 159
Pesynthios Hermonthis c. 600? p. 168
Pesynthios Koptos c. 600 p. 168
Pisrael Kos = Diokletianopolis c. 600 p. 181
Serenianos ? ? p. 198
Severos Philae c. 750 p. 199
Taurinos Apollinop.Ano? ? p. 214
Theodoros Apollinop.Ano 649 p. 218
B.2: B i s h o p s  i n  o t h e r  C o p t i c  s o u r c e s  (i.e. not in Till, op.cit.)
B.2.1: A r r a n g e d  b y  L o c a l i t y  (also listed below in section C.1)
Locality Name Date Reference
Apollinop.Ano (?) Taurinos VI-VII Ryl 288
Apollinop.parva Eunomios ? WS # 375
Herakleopolis Dioskoros ? BM 532
? Simon ? BM 1228
B.2.2: A r r a n g e d  b y  N a m e
Name Locality Date Reference
Dioskoros Herakleopolis ? BM 532 (?)
Eunomios Apollinop.parva ? WS # 375 (?)
Simon ? ? BM 1228 (?)
Taurinos Apollinop.Ano (?) VI/VII Ryl 288
C: BISHOPS IN GREEK AND COPTIC (SEMI)-LITERARY SOURCES
C.1: A r r a n g e d  b y  L o c a l i t y  (Nome-metropoleis are marked with an *; cf. below, p. 316
ff.)
NB: References between (   ) refer to fictitious bishops, cf. S.Timm I 15 n.31; >404 = some time
before 404; 362> = some time after 362.
Achaia70 (Fedalto 603; apparently not listed by Timm)
 >404 Mousaios Fedalto 603
404 Apollon Fedalto 603
431 Kyros Fedalto 603
Alexandria: for a detailed listing see Fedalto 581-590; For Alexandrian bishops in the 4th
century A.D. cf. also Hauben in Proceedings XVIth Congress of Papyrology 447-456 and
in Miscellanea philologica et historica R. Bogaert & H. van Looy oblata 155-167.
Alphocranon: Cf. s.n. Phragonis
70 Is this a misspelling for Chaireou (for this locality cf. Timm III 1230)?
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*Andropolis = ⁄arbatæ (Timm III 1091f.; Fedalto 591 s.n.)
362 Zoilos Timm 1093
689 Iakob Timm 109171
*Antaiopolis = Qæw (al-Kabîr) (Timm V 2120f.; Fedalto 640 s. Antaeopolis, Apollinis civitas)
 325 Dios Timm 212272
431-451 Makarios Timm 2122
458-459 Apollon Timm 212373
 Byz. Makrobios Timm 212373
c. 500-550 Kefãlvn P.Cair.Masp. III 295.iii.19; 326.4
 Cf. also s.n. Apollinopolis parva
*Antinoopolis = AnÒinæ (Timm I 111f.; Fedalto 639 s. Antinoes)
325-343 Loukios Timm 112; Munier 6-7
325-347 Tyrannos Timm 112
 >347 Ammoni(an)os Timm 112; P.Herm.Landl.I 298 = II 510 (c. 350)
347 Arion Timm 112; P.Herm.Landl.I 305 = II 519-20; Anh. I
59 (c. 350)
 c. 350 Makãriow P.Herm.Landl. I 512 = II 731; Anh. I 50
 IV-V Athanasios Timm 11373
 c. 450 Theodoros Timm 11373
 553 Prokopios Timm 113
 c. 600 Senouthios Timm 11374
 V-VII Victor Timm 11373
 V-VII Isaak Timm 11375
Aphnaion = Aphnaion (Timm I 137f.; Fedalto 603 s. Aphnaeum)
431-451 Hierax/Hierakios Timm 138
*Aphroditopolis = A†fîÌ (Timm I 251f.; Fedalto 630 s.n.)
 >339 Theodoros Timm 251
 339 Serenos Timm 251
431 Chrysaorios Timm 251; Munier 16
*Apollinopolis ano / Magna = Idfº' (Timm III 1148f.; Fedalto 648 s. Apollonopolis Magna76)
VII Horame Timm 1149; cf. Till 96
 c. 600 Senouthios ?77
649 Theodoros Timm 1150; cf. Till 218
 VI/VII Taurinos ? Till 21478
 VI/VII Makãriow SB XVI 12869.1
*Apollinopolis Parva = Kœm Isfaht (Timm III 1433f.; Fedalto 640 s. Apollinis civitas)
 >339 Ploution79 Timm 1434
71 Omitted by Fedalto 591.
72 Munier 4-5 wrongly equates tkoou with Apollinopolis Parva! Fedalto p. 640 also puts this bishop
under Apollinis civitas.
73 Omitted by Fedalto.
74 Omitted by Fedalto. Or was this Senouthios in fact bishop of Apollinopolis Magna? Cf. P.Grenf. I
63 and C. Garitte, Studies W.E. Crum 304 n.1.
75 Fedalto p. 639 dates this bishop c. 1086.
76 Fedalto does not mention any bishop by name.
77 Or was Senouthios in fact bishop of Antinoopolis, q.v.? Cf. P.Grenf. I 63.
78 Add the Greek papyrus P.Grenf. I 66.4 and the Coptic papyrus Ryl 288 to Till's references? Cf. also
the remark by Crum to VC # 38 n. 1 concerning Taurinos, Senouthios and Konstantinos.
79 Ms. Polotion, probably a misspelling of the common name Ploution.
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339 Sarapion Timm 1434
431 Pabiskos Timm 1434
 V -hw P.Bad. IV 94.37
 VI/VII Ioseph Timm 143480
 ? Eunomios WS # 37580
 Cf. also s.n. Antaiopolis
*Arsinoe = Madînat al-Fayyºm (Timm IV 1506f.; Fedalto 631 s.n.)
c. 325 Maximi(a)nos Timm 1506
325 Melas Timm 1506
339 Kalosiris Timm 1506
339-347 Silbanos Timm 1506
347-362 Andreas Timm 1506
406 EÈs°biow P̀at`[¨¨¨`]hyou P.Prag. I 51
449 Kalosiris Timm 1506; P.Prag. I 100, I 101
477 ÑEllãdiow P.Köln III 152
V? Sergios Timm 1506
VI? P°trow SPP III 214 = XX 253, SPP III 215 = XX 272, SPP
III 216 - 232, 23681
c. 635 Victor Timm 1517
c. 663 P°trow P.Berl.Zill. 8.5 (663); P.Brook. 16.2; SB I 4819,
4832, 5254 (post 641); SB I 1449 (VII)81
c. 670 Menas Timm 1518
VII Ioseph Timm 1517-1880
c. 740 Abraamios Timm 1518
*Athribis = Atrîb (Timm I 257f.; Fedalto 613 s.n.)
325-343 Ision Timm 257
362 Theodoros Timm 257
 (403 Nonnos Timm 257)
 >404 Isidoros Timm 257
 404 Athanasios Timm 257
 431 Strategios Timm 258
 451 Eulogios Timm 258
 459 Apollonios Timm 258
 VI? Papnouthios (?) Timm 25880
 c. 743 Michael Timm 260
 c. 750  Zacharias Timm 260
Babylon (Fedalto 614 s.n.; not listed by Timm)
 449 Kyros Munier 19
 459 Photios PG LXXXV 1620
 c. 560 Zosimus Cf. Timm 911 s.n. ©Ên Ωams
 c. 743 Theodoros Fedalto 614
 c. 755 Konstantinos Fedalto 614
*Boubastos = Bas†a (Timm I 362f.; Fedalto 615 s. Bubastis)
 325 Harpokration Timm 362; Munier 2
 c. 350 Drakontios Timm 36382
80 Not listed by Fedalto.
81 Cf. above, fn. 46.
82 Omitted by Fedalto. Is this the same person as the bishop of Hermopolis Parva / Alexandreon
chora, q.v.?
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 c. 362 Hermon Timm 36383
Boukolia (Fedalto 591 s. Bucolia; apparently not listed by Timm)
339 Herakleios Munier 9
*Bousiris = BºÒîr (Timm I 459f.; Fedalto 620 s. Busiris)
449-451 Athanasios Timm 459
 c. 743 Iakob Timm 460
 c. 750 Petros Timm 460
 Cf. also s.n. Kynopolis kato
*Bouto = Bu†º' (Timm I 471f.; Fedalto 592 s. Butus)
431 Ammon(ios) Timm 471
458-459 Thomas Timm 47184
459 Theonas Timm 471; Munier 23
Cf. also s.n. Phtheneto
Daphnae = Daphnai (Timm II 551f.; apparently not in Fedalto)
 c. 350 Eulogios Timm 553; Muyser 143
Diokletianopolis = QºÒ (Timm V 2173f.; Fedalto 649 s.Diocletianopolis)
 IV/V Papnouthios Timm 217484
553 Elias Timm 2173; Chrysos 109f.
 c. 600 Pisrael Timm 217484; cf. Till 181
 c. 600 Paulos Timm 217484
*Diospolis ano / Diospolis Parva = Hºw (Timm III 1120f.; Fedalto 656 s. Thebae [!])
325 Ammonios Timm 112085
 c. 618 Abraamios Timm 112184; cf. Till 52
*Diospolis kato = al-Qalamºn (Timm V 2090f.; Fedalto 621 s. Diospolis inferior86)
 >347 Sarapammon Timm 1120
347 Theodoros Timm 1120; Munier 1087
*Diospolis ano or kato?
335-343 Timotheos Timm 1120
Diospolis Magna: Cf. s.n. Thebes
Gerrae (Fedalto 605 s.Gerrha; apparently not listed by Timm)
 >404 Eudaimon Fedalto 605
404 Pirozos/Pisozos Fedalto 605
451 Stephanos Fedalto 605
NB Fedalto lists a bishop 'elect' Nilammon (no precise date given, but early Vth century);
he died before he could take up the office.
Helearchia = al-Ba‡rºd (Timm I 358f.; Fedalto 624 s. Pachemunis)
431-449 Isaak Timm 359
 459 Papas ? Fedalto 62488
83 Cf. J.E. Goehring, The Letter of Ammon and Pachomian Monasticism, Berlin-New York 1986 (=
Patristische Texte und Studien, 27) 289 n. to 155.23.
84 Omitted by Fedalto.
85 To me it seems telling that this bishop occurs together with other bishops from the Thebaid.
Likewise Fedalto p. 656, but he attributes this bishop to 'Diospolis magna' = Thebes while not
distinguishing between Thebes/Luxor and Hºw.
86 Fedalto lists the place but he does not mention any bishop.
87 Ms. Diospakos. Timm 1121 seems wrong in thinking that there is no Diospolis near the sea (cf.
also his interpretation [VI 2905] that "am Ufer des Meeres" should mean instead "am Ufer des Nils").
88 Fedalto refers to Mansi VII col. 920. Cf. PG LXXXV 1620, where Migne prints ÉEleit«n, ap-
parently taken by Fedalto to conceal the name of the inhabitants of Helearchia (cf., however, E. Schwartz,
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For the relationship between the Helearchia, Pachnemounis and Phragonis cf. Timm I 361
n. 1.: Agathos was in A.D. 362 bishop of Phragonis and part of the Helearchia, Ammonios
bishop of Pachnemounis and the other part of the Helearchia.
Cf. also s.nom. Pachnemounis, Phragonis.
*Heliopolis = ©Ên Ωams (Timm II 910f.; Fedalto 615 s.n.)
431 Marinos Timm 910
? Isidoros Timm 91189
Hephaistou = Sanhºr (Timm V 2286f.; Fedalto 605 s. Hephaestus)
431-449 Ioannes I Timm 2286
459 Petros Timm 2286
 c. 540 Ioannes II Timm 2286
*Herakleopolis Magna = Ihnæs(îya al-Madîna) (Timm III 1161f.; Fedalto 633 s. Heraclea
superior)
325 Petros Timm 1162; Munier 4-5
431-449 Herakleides Timm 1162
V ÉAbraãmiow? SPP VIII 961
534 PaËlow SB VIII 9876
VI S[er]∞[n]ow SPP III 64
 ? Dioskoros BM 532
NB: Fedalto lists a bishop Hypatianos (351-359), but this man was in fact bishop of
Heracleia in Thrace.
*Herakleopolis Parva / Sethroites = al-Wasarmat (Timm VI 2980f.)
 Cf. s.n. Sethroites
*Hermonthis = Armant (Timm I 152f.; Fedalto 650 s. Hermonthis90)
325 Kales Timm 153
c. 350-372 Plenis Timm 153; PG XVIII 1305/691
V Ioannes Timm 154
c. 410? Pisenthios Timm 160; 163, 240 (c. A.D. 600); cf. Till 168
 c. 510 Ananias Timm 160; cf. Till 56
Andreas Timm 159f.; cf. Till 58
 c. 600 Abraamios Timm 16292; cf. Till 52 and P.Lond. I 77
 c. 770 Kollouthos Timm 165; cf. Till 121
 VIII Germanos Timm 165
NB: Timm 159, 2143-44 and 2906 mentions the following bishops mentioned in the Moir-




Ioannes Michaias (cf. Till 144)
Publizistische Sammlungen zum Acacianischen Schisma, München 1934 [Abh.Bay.Akad.Wiss. NF. 10]
176 n.1, where s.num. 55 ÉElit«n is read; I fail to see why this bishopric should be connected with Egypt,
as among the Egyptian bishops subscribing to the so-called Decretum Gennadii Constantinopolitani de
Simoniacis [cf. nos 41-65 in Schwartz's listing] there are also a number of bishops from sees in other
countries [cf. nos 47 - 52, 57, 58, 61, 64]).
89 Omitted by Fedalto.
90 Omits all bishops after Plenis (c. 350-372).
91 This source is not listed by Timm or Fedalto; cf. M. Tetz in ZNW 64 (1973) 84, crit.app. to line 84-
85.
92 Cf. also Timm VI 2907.
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Pisenthios Andreas
Patermouthios (cf. Till 159) Abraamios
Ioannes Moses
Papnouthios
*Hermopolis Magna = al-A‡mºnên (Timm I 198f.; Fedalto 641-642 s. Hermopolis magna)
325 Phasileus Timm 199
 c. 350 D›ow P.Herm.Landl. II 147; CPR VIII 37.10 (IV)
IV PlousianÒw ? P.Lips. 4393
431 Andreas Timm 199
c.444-449 Gennadios Timm 199
448/463 B¤ktvr P.Alex. 32
VI OÈlpianÒw SB XII 10809
VI ÉIvãnnhw P.Rain.Cent. 79
 VI/VII Ioannes Timm 199
 VII ÉIs¤dvrow P.Sorb. inv. 222794
? Eugenios Timm 204
*Hermopolis Parva / Alexandreon chora = Damanhºr (Timm II 507f.; Fedalto 593-594 s. Her-
mopolis parva)
325-343 Agathammon Timm 50895
354-362 Drakontios Timm 50896
c. 373-384 Isidoros Timm 509
394-403 Dioskoros Timm 509
449-451 Isaias Timm 509
474-480 Gennadios Timm 509
681-689 Zacharias Fedalto 59497
*Hypselis = Ωu†b (Timm V 2416f.; Fedalto 643 s.n.)
347 Arsenios Timm 2416-17
 c. 600 Rouphos Timm 2418-19
*Kabasa = Ωabæs (Timm V 2218f.; Fedalto 619 s. Cabasa)
431-449 Theopemptos Timm 2218
451 Makarios Timm 2218-19
Kasion (Fedalto 605 s. Kasios; apparently not listed by Timm)
431 Lampon/Lampetios Fedalto 605
Kleopatris = Sarsinæ (Timm V 2311f.; Fedalto 592 s. Cleopatris)
325 Isaak Timm 2311
404 Ofellios Timm 2311-12
431 Alexandros Timm 2312
449-451 Theophilos Timm 2312, 2314 n.3
Klysma = al-Qulzum (Timm V 2164f.; Fedalto 616 s.n.)
 >347 Iakob Timm 2164
347 Tithoes, Paulus Timm 216498
458-459 Poimen Timm 2164
553 Stephanos Timm 2164; Chrysos 109f.
93 Cf. above, fn. 10.
94 Cf. above, fn. 17.
95 Is this Fedalto's bishop 'Ammon'?
96 Is this the same bishop as Drakontios from Boubastos (c. 350), q.v.?
97 Apparently not listed by Timm.
98 Paulos not listed by Fedalto. Tithoes listed by Fedalto as 'Titus, Titonas'.
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? Ioulianos Timm 216599
Koprithis = Qubrî† (Timm V 2161f.; Fedalto 593 s. Coprithis)
431 Silbanos Timm 2162
*Koptos = Qif† (Timm V 2140f.; Fedalto 648-49 s. Coptus)
325 Arianos Timm 2140; Muyser 141
325-347 Theodoros Timm 2141
347 Psenosiris Timm 2141
IV Apa Patape Timm 2141100
431 Phoibammon Timm 2141
451 Sabinos Timm 2141
607-632 Pisenthios Timm 2142; cf. Till 168
VII Apa Moses Timm 2143; cf. Till 146
 c. 700 Komes Timm 2146100
 ? Apa Menas Timm 2143100; cf. Till 143
? Vincentius Fedalto 649101
 Byz. Theophilos Timm 2141100
 ?Byz. Timotheos Timm 2141-42100
Kos: Cf. s.n. Diokletianopolis
*Koussai = al-QºÒîya (Timm V 2180f.; Fedalto 641 s. Cusae)
325-335 Achilleus Timm 2180
553 Theonas Timm 2180; Chrysos 109f.
 IV-V Elias Timm 2181, 2189 n.4
689 Gregorios Fedalto 641102
*Kynopolis ano = al-Qês (Timm V 2132f.; Fedalto 632 s. Cynopolis)
325 Aiglon Timm 2139 n.5; Munier 3
325 Kollouthos Timm 2133-34
325 Adamantios Timm 2134103
353 Apollon Timm 2134
 c. 690 Gregorios Timm 2136104
*Kynopolis kato / Bousirites = Banæ (Timm I 318f.; Fedalto 621 s. Cynopolis inferior)
325 Hermaion Timm 318105
325 Harpokration Timm 318, V 2134106
459 Marion Timm 318-19
553 Sergios Timm 319
*Latopolis = Isnæ (Timm III 1181f.; Fedalto 595 s. Letopolis107)
 >347 Ammonios Timm 1181
347 Masios Timm 1181
350-400 Paulos Timm 1181
 99 Not listed by Fedalto.
100 Omitted by Fedalto.
101 Apparently not listed by Timm.
102 Apparently not listed by Timm. Is he identical with Gregorios (c. 690) from Kynopolis ano, q.v.?
103 Fedalto p. 621 lists him under Cynopolis Inferior.
104 Cf. above, fn. 102.
105 Cf. J.E. Goerhring, The Letter of Amon and Pachomian Monasticism, Berlin-New York 1986 (=
Patristische Texte und Studien, 27), 289, n. to 155.23.
106 Fedalto p. 632 lists him s.n. Cynopolis (superior) in the Thebaid.
107 Fedalto confuses Letopolis with Latopolis [op.cit., p. 651] and puts some of the Latopolite bishops
in Letopolis in Aegyptus prima and some of the Letopolite bishops in Latopolis in the Thebaid.
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 >404 Timotheos Timm 1182
404 Apelleon/Appeles Timm 1182
431 Rouphinos Timm 1182108
*Leontopolis / Leontºn = Na†º' (Timm III 1490f.; IV 1743f.; Fedalto 612 s. Leontopolis)
325 Amos Timm 1490; Munier 2
 c. 350 Timotheos Timm 1744109
372 Ischyrion PG XVIII 1305/6110
431 Metrodoros Timm 1744
451 Ianouarios Timm 1744-45
551-553 Theodoros Fedalto 612; Chrysos 109f.111
*Letopolis = Wasim (Timm VI 2986f.; Fedalto 651 s. Latopolis112)
325-343 Isaak Timm 2986; cf. P.Lond. VI 1914 (c. 335)
 c. 728 Gamul Timm 2988
 c. 735 Moses Timm 2988
Luxor: Cf. s.n. Thebes
*Lykopolis = Asyº† (Timm I 235f.; Fedalto 644 s. Lycopolis)
325 Meletios Timm 238
325-347 Plousianos Timm 239113
347 Eudaimon Timm 239
481 KËrow P.Princ. II 82
 c. 500 Konstantinos I Timm 239
 c. 600 Konstantinos II Timm 239-240; cf. Till 124114
? Ioannes Fedalto 644115
Mareotes = Maryº† (Timm IV 1593f.; Fedalto 595-96 s.n.)
 c. 335 Ischyras Timm 1595; Muyser 141
337 Pistos Fedalto 595111
Maximianopolis = Maximianoupolis (Timm IV 1624f.; Fedalto 652 s.n.)
 >339 Hatres (Ms. Atras) Timm 1625; cf. I.Pan 27
339 Herminos Timm 1625
*Memphis = Manf (Timm IV 1549f.; Fedalto 634-35 s.n.)
325-335 Ioannes Timm 1550
325 Antiochos Timm 1550108
 c. 340 Nestorios Timm 1550; Muyser 143109
 c. 700 Ptolemaios Fedalto 635116
 ? Philippus Timm 1550
Menelais: Cf. s.n. Schedia
108 Omitted by Fedalto.
109 Not listed in Fedalto.
110 This source is not listed by Timm or Fedalto; cf. M. Tetz in ZNW 64 (1973) 84, crit.app. to line
85.
111 Apparently not listed by Timm.
112 Cf. above ad Latopolis = Isnæ.
113 Cf. also P.Lips. 43 (Hermopolis?, IV) and above, fn. 10.
114 For this bishop cf. C. Garitte in Studies W.E. Crum 287-304.
115 The date of this bishop is unknown, but Fedalto also lists a Ioannes c. 1673 with the same biblio-
graphical reference (M. Le Quien, Oriens Christianus [Paris 1740], II 600). Apparently he is not listed by
Timm.
116 Apparently not listed by Timm, but cf. s.n. Onouphis, where Timm lists a homonymous bishop of
c. 700. Has Fedalto confused Memphis (=Manf) with Onouphis (=Manuf)?.
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*Metelis = Malîg, MaÒîl (Timm IV 1538f., 1604f.; Fedalto 596-597 s.n.)
325 Kronios Timm 1605
431 Makarios Timm 1605
482 Ioannes Fedalto 596117
698 Theodoros Timm 1539
743 Victor Timm 1539
*Naukratis = Naukratis (Timm IV 1749f.; Fedalto 597 s. Naucratis)
458-459 Isaias Timm 1749
*Nikiou = Ib‡ædî (Timm III 1132f.; Fedalto 598 s. Nicius, 617 s. Prosopi)
325-332 Herakleides Timm 1134; Munier 2
347 Sarapammon Timm 1134; Munier 10118
347-353 Triadelphos Timm 1134
 c. 380 Dionysios Fedalto 598117
 > 404 Theopemptos Timm 1134-35
 404 Theodosios Timm 1134-35
458-459 Plousammon Timm 1135
 c. 600 Theodoros Timm 1135
 c. 625 Kyros Timm 1135
 c. 630 Petros Fedalto 598117
 c. 650 Basilios Timm 1136
 c. 690 Ioannes Timm 1136
 c. 700 Menas Timm 1136
 ? Makarios Timm 1135
Nilopolis = DalæÒ (Timm II 498f.; Fedalto 636 s.n.)
325-347 Theon Timm 498; Munier 2
347 Amatos, Isaak Timm 498
 IV/V Apa Adelphios Timm 498
431 Eusebios Timm 499
*Omboi = Kœm Umbº (Timm III 1468f.; Fedalto 653 s. Ombos)
 >402 Silbanos Timm 1469
402 Verses Timm 1469
*Onouphis = Manºf al-©Ulîyæ (Timm IV 1575f.; Fedalto 599 s. Onuphis)
362 Adelphios I Timm 1576
431 Adelphios II Timm 1576
 c. 700 Ptolemaios Timm 1579119
Ostrakine (Fedalto 606 s. Ostracine; apparently not listed by Timm)
359 Theoktistos Munier 7
c.360-400 Sarapion Palladios, Dial. de Vita Ioannis Chrysostomi = PG
XLVII 73-74
431 Abraamios Munier 17
*Oxyrhynchos = al-Bahnasæ (Timm I 283f.; Fedalto 629 s.n.)
325-347 Pelagios Timm 285
 c. 336 DionÊsiow P.Oxy. XXII 2344
c. 347-360 Theodoros Timm 285; P.Oxy. XXXIV 2729 (c. 352)120
359 Apollonios Timm 285
117 Apparently not listed by Timm.
118 in Prosopantis (sic!). Nikiou is the capital of the Prosopites.
119 Not mentioned by Fedalto, but cf. above s.n. Memphis.
120 Cf. below, Theodoulos a. 372 and Theodoros c. 383. Are these persons identical with each other?
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372 Theodoulos? PG XVIII 1305/6121
 c. 383 Theodoros Timm 285; cf. Fedalto 629 (Dorotheos)122
late IV? DionÊsiow P.Harr. I 94123
 c. 400 Apphou Timm 285
 (403 Alexandros Timm 285-86)
427-431 Petros Timm 286
450-500 YeÒdvrow SB IV 7449
V TimÒyeow SB XII 10939
528-534 P°trow P.Oxy. XVI 1900 (528); P.Berl.Zill. 14 (c. 530); PSI
III 216 (534)
 VII? Stephanus Timm 292
 ? Basilius Timm 298 n.30124
? Kyriakos Fedalto 629125
*Pachnemounis = Pachnemounis (Timm IV 1805f.; Fedalto 624 s. Pachemunis)
353-362 Ammonios Timm 1806
For the relationship between the Helearchia, Pachnemounis and Phragonis cf. Timm I 361
n.1.: Agathos was in A.D. 362 bishop of Phragonis and part of the Helearchia, Ammonios
bishop of Pachnemounis and the other part of the Helearchia.
*Panephysis = Banafºsa (Timm I 324f.; Fedalto 606-7 s.n.)
325-346 Philippos Timm 325; Munier 4-5
 c. 380 Archebios Timm 326126
431 Ammonios Timm 325
*Panopolis = A≈mîm (Timm I 80f.; Fedalto 646 s.n.)
 > 347 Artemidoros Timm 81
347 Arios Timm 81
 c. 350? ÑIerakapÒllvn P.Col. VII 160; 161127
(403 Sarapion Timm 83)
431-bef. 449 Sabinos Timm 83128
 c. 550 Phoibammon Timm 83129
 c. 640 Menas Timm 80, 91 n.2
Paralos = al-Burullus (Timm I 450f.; Fedalto 624-25 s. Paralius)
 >339 Nonnos Timm 450
339 Nemesion Timm 450
 (403 Dulketes Timm 450)
431 Athanasios Timm 450
449-451 Pasmeios Timm 450-51
 c. 595 Ioannes Timm 451
Pelusium = al-Faramæ (Timm II 926f.; Fedalto 602 s.n.)
325 Dorotheos Timm 926
121 This source is not listed by Timm or Fedalto. See M. Tetz in ZNW 64 (1973) 84, app.crit. to line
84, who supposes that Theodoulos is an error for Theodoros (see above, 347-360 and below, c. 383).
122 Identical with Theodoros c. 347-360 and Theodoulos a. 372?
123 Is this perhaps the same man as mentioned c. 336 in P.Oxy. XXII 2344?
124 Not listed by Fedalto.
125 Apparently not listed by Timm.
126 For the date of Cassianus’ travel, cf. E. Pichery in Sources Chrétiennes 42 (Paris 1955) 13.
127 Cf. above, fn. 3.
128 For this bishop cf. H. Thompson, Rec. Champollion (1922) 369.
129 Omitted by Fedalto.
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325-343 Kallinikos Timm 926; Munier 2
 c.325 Markos Timm 926
351-359 Pankratios Timm 927
 c. 400 Ammonios Timm 927; Munier 11
 (403 Chaeremon Timm 927)
431-457 Eusebius Timm 927 (cf. Munier 11 n.1)
540-551 Georgios Timm 927
VII Moses Timm 931130
 VIII Epimachos Timm 931131
Phakoussai = Fæqºs (Timm II 923f.; Fedalto 607 s. Phacusa)
325 Moses Timm 923
*Pharbaithos = Farbê† (Timm II 936f.; Fedalto 617 s. Pharbaethus)
325 Arbition Timm 936
Philai = Bilæq (Timm I 392f.; Fedalto 653-54 s. Philas)
 c.325 Eusebios Fedalto 654
328-362 Makedonios Timm 393; Munier 8
362 Markos Timm 393; Munier 8
362 Isaias Timm 393; Munier 9
c.375-400 Psoulousia Timm 393132
449-465? DaniÆliow Lef. 592 = I.Phil. II 194.8 (449/464); Lef. 593 =
I.Phil. II 195.9 (450/465)
 c. 577 YeÒdvrow Lef. 584 = I.Phil. II 216 (577); Lef. 586 = I.Phil. II
200; Lef. 587 = I.Phil. II 202; Lef. 589 = I.Phil. II
204; Lef. 591 = I.Phil. II 201
 c. 750 Severos Timm 395; cf. Till 199
 ? Kall¤nikow Lef. 684
*Phragonis / Alphocranon133 = al-Farrægîn (Timm II 940f.; Fedalto 625 s.n.)
325 Harpokration Timm 73134
362 Agathos Timm 941
431 Paulos Timm 941
451-458 Nestorios Timm 941
Cf. also s.n. Pachnemounis.
Phthenetou = Dana†º' (Timm II 539f.; Fedalto 592 s. Phthenothes)
325 Pininouthes Timm 542 n.5
343 Agapios Timm 542 n.5135
451 Herakleios Timm 542 n.5136
 Cf. also s.n. Bouto
Prosopites: Cf. s.n. Nikiou.
130 Omitted by Fedalto.
131 Omitted by Fedalto.
132 Fedalto identifies this bishop with Isaias.
133 Probably a misspelling for Phragonis (for this cf. Timm I 75 n.4).
134 M. Le Quien, Oriens Christianus [Paris 1740] II 523, connects this Harpokration from
'Alphocranon' with Naukratis; likewise Fedalto, p. 597.
135 Omitted by Fedalto.
136 Omitted by Fedalto.
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Psinchis137 = Psinchês (Timm IV 2039f.; Fedalto 654 s. Psynchus)
431 Theonas Timm 2039
451 Ioannes Timm 2040
Rhinokoroura = al-ÑArî‡ (Timm I 147f.; Fedalto 607-8 s. Rhinocorura)
339 Salomon Timm 147
 c. 370 Melas Timm 147-48
 c. 380 Solon Timm 148
early V Polybios Timm 148
431-449 Hermogenes Timm 148138
449 Zenon Timm 148
c. 450-75 Ptolemaios Fedalto 608139
 V Alpheios Fedalto 608139
615 Gregorios Timm 148
*Sais = Ωæ (al-Îagar) (Timm V 2212f.; Fedalto 600 s.n.)
347 Nemesion Timm 2212
347-362 Papnouthios Timm 2212
431 Adelphios Timm 2212
 c. 480 Iakob Timm 2212
 c. 650 Basilios Fedalto 600140
 c. 675 Zacharias Timm 2213141
 c. 680 Orion Timm 2213141
 c. 720 Ioannes Timm 2213, 225141
Schedia /*Menelais = Schissa? (cf. Timm V 2324 Anm.1; Fedalto 596 s. Menelaites)
325-347 Athas Munier 5
 362 Agathodaimon Munier 8
*Sebennytos = Samanºd (Timm V 2254f.; Fedalto 626 s. Sebennytum)
325 Soterichos Timm 2254
449-451 Auxonios/Ausonios Timm 2254
459 Paulos Timm 2254
 c. 470 Ioannes Timm 2255141
743 Isaak Timm 2257
Sele = Selê (Timm V 2329f.; Fedalto 608 s. Sela)
431 Alypios Timm 2329
Sethroites = al-Wasarmat (Timm VI 2980f.; Fedalto 609 s.n.)
325-347 Potamon Timm 2980-81142
347 Orion Timm 2981
 (403 Zosimos Timm 2981)
431 Theon Timm 2981
451 Isidoros Timm 2981
 c. 750 Georgios Fedalto 609
137 Is this an error for Psinachis, a village in the Fayum? How many villages, however, were entitled
to bishops of their own? Cf. below, p. 316-317.
138 For this bishop cf. H. Thompson, Rec. Champollion (1922) 369.
139 Not listed by Timm.
140 Apparently not listed by Timm. Is he identical perhaps with Basilios, bishop of Nikiou (q.v.) who
also officiated c. 650?
141 Omitted by Fedalto.
142 Listed by Fedalto 633 as bishop of Heracleopolis Magna.
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Sênai Mandrœn = (Timm V 2376f.; Fedalto 618 s. Scenas Mandras)
458-459 Petros Timm 2376
Stathma (apparently not listed by Timm and Fedalto)
339 Arabion/Sarapion Munier 9
Syene = Aswæn (Timm I 222f.; Fedalto 654 s.n.)
 > 347 Nilammon Timm 222
347 Nilammon Timm 222
 IV/V Hadra (= Hatres ?) Timm 222143
c. 425-450 ÉApp¤vn P.Leid. Z144
 c. 460 Ammonios Timm 222145
*Tamiathis = Damyæ† (Timm II 530f.; Fedalto 636 s.n.)
431 Herakleides Timm 531
459 Elpidios Timm 531
553 Bassos Timm 531
*Tanis = ∑æn (Timm V 2264f.; Fedalto 609-10 s.n.)
325-343 Eudaimon Timm 2265
 > 339 Elias Timm 2265
339 Theodoros Timm 2265
 c. 350 Silbanos Timm 2265; Muyser 143143
362 Hermion Timm 2265
 c. 440 Loukios Timm 2265143
449-451 Apollonios Timm 2265
458-459 Paulos Timm 2265
459 Harpokras Timm 2265143
*Taua = Tuwwa (Timm VI 2892f.; Fedalto 600-601 s.n.)
 ? 325 Tiberios? Timm 2671 (s.n. Thmouis = Timay)146
431-451 Isaak Timm 2893
458-459 Harpokra(te)s Timm 2893
458-459 Athanasios Timm 2897 n.5147
*Tentyra = Dandaræ (Timm II 543f.; Fedalto 655 s.n.)
325 Pachumis Timm 544
 >339 Sarapion Timm 544
339 Andronikos Timm 544
Terenouthis = Tarnº† / at-Tarræna (Timm VI 2537f.; Fedalto 601 s.n. Terenuthis148)
 (403 Ioannes Timm 2539)
404 Arsinthios Timm 2539
431 Eulogios Timm 2539
689 Ioannes Timm 2539
 c. 743 Petros Timm 2540
*Thebes = al-UqÒºrên (Timm VI 2904f.; Fedalto 656 s.n. Thebae149)
 > 339 Philo Timm 2905
339 Philo Timm 2905
143 Omitted by Fedalto.
144 Cf. above n. 9.
145 Fedalto does not give a date for this bishop.
146 Cf. below, fn. 155.
147 Ms: Thoitorum, hence Fedalto p. 601 places this man s.n. Thou.
148 Fedalto p. 655 also (wrongly) lists Terenouthis in the Thebaid.
149 Fedalto lists a Meletian bishop Ammonios (325), but he is bishop of Diospolis Parva, q.v.
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 ? 363 Heron ? Timm 2906
431 Anysios Timm 2906150
 c. 600 Antonios ? Timm I 133; V 2142,2174; VI 2907; cf. Till 60151
Thennesos = Tinnis (Timm VI 2686f.; Fedalto 610 s.n.)
451 Heron Timm 2687
*This = Tin (Timm VI 2682f.; Fedalto 648 s. Ptolemais)
 431 Herakleides Timm 2686 (s.n. Tinnis)152
458-459 Isaak Timm 2687 (s.n. Tinnis)153
*Thmouis = Timay (Timm VI 2670f.; Fedalto 611 s.n.)154
325 Ephraim Timm 2671
325 Gaios Timm 2671155
339-362 Sarapion Timm 2671
359 Ptolemaios Timm 2672
431 Aristoboulos Timm 2672
743 Menas Timm 2673
*Xois = Sa≈æ (Timm V 2231f.; Fedalto 627 s.n.)
 >347 Anoubion Timm 2232
347 Theodoros, Isidoros (?) Timm 2232
394 Paulos Timm 2232156
431 Makedonios Timm 2232
458-459 Athanasios Timm 2232
 c. 690 Ioannes Timm 2233
 c. 700 Zacharias Timm 2233
Provenance Unknown
 c. 325 Hesychios Munier 2
343 Eudaimon Munier 7
 332 Hierakammon/Eulogios PG XXVI 1379; cf. Muyser 139
372 Isaak PG XVIII 1305/6157
 c. 425 Apa Isaak Timm VI 2982
 c. 600 Apa Psan Timm V 2174
 VI-VII Taurinos Ryl 288158
? Elias Till p. 80
150 Omitted by Fedalto. Fedalto, on the other hand, lists a bishop Heron (360-363), but he does not
need to be a bishop of Thebes; only his origin is Theban (cf. PG LXXXXII 743 n. 50,51).
151 It is not quite certain whether 'Ape', the place where Antonios was in office, is identical with
Luxor = Thebes.
152 Ms. : Thyneos. I do not, however, find it attractive to connect this genitive of a place name with
Y°nnesow, gen. Yenn°sou. As it also does not seem very attractive to assume that one is dealing with the
Hermopolitan village YËniw (for bishops in villages cf. below, p. 316-317), the capital of the Thinite
province may be the most obvious candidate. See also the next entry.
153 Ms. Thineos. Timm VI 2687 attributes Isaak to Thenessos = Tinnis; cf. the preceding entry.
154 Cf. above s.n. Taua.
155 Cf. Timm I 82, 92 n.13, 327 n.6. It does not seem attractive to me to suppose that in A.D. 325
there was even a third bishop in Thmouis / Timay, viz. Tiberios, who came according to the Latin and
Greek sources from the 'Tauthites', while the Coptic sources place him 'in ymoui'. I have placed him
under Taua = Tuwwa.
156 Not in Fedalto.
157 Bishop of Nilopolis? Cf. M.Tetz in ZNW 64 (1973) 84 crit. app. to line 85.
158 Bishop of Apollinopolis ano (q.v.) ?
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? Ezekiel Till p. 88 (?)
? Isaak Till p. 100
? Ioannes Till p. 111
? Kallinikos Till p. 117
? Serenianos Till p. 198
? Simon BM 1228
C.2: A r r a n g e d  b y  N a m e
NB: >362 = some time before 362; 362> = some time after 362.
c. 740 Abraamios Arsinoe
c. 618 Abraamios Diospolis Parva
c. 600 Abraamios Hermonthis
431 Abraamios Ostrakine
325 Achilleus Koussai
325 Adamantios Kynopolis ano
IV/V Adelphios, Apa A. Nilopolis
362 Adelphios I Onouphis
431 Adelphios II Onouphis
431 Adelphios Sais
343 Agapios Phthenetou159
325-343 Agathammon Hermopolis Parva
362 Agathodaimon Schedia/Menelais
362 Agathos Phragonis






> 347 Ammoni(an)os Antinoopolis160
325 Ammonios Diospolis Parva
> 347 Ammonios Latopolis
353-362 Ammonios Pachnemounis
431 Ammonios Panephysis
c. 400 Ammonios Pelusium
c. 460 Ammonios Syene
325 Amos Leontopolis
c. 510 Ananias Hermonthis
347-362 Andreas Arsinoe
? Andreas Hermonthis
431 Andreas Hermopolis Magna
339 Andronikos Tentyra
> 347 Anoubion Xois
325 Antiochos Memphis
c. 600 Antonios Thebes?
431 Anysios Thebes
159 Ms: Phthenis.
160 Cf. the remarks by W. van Gucht in Atti XVII Congresso di Papirologia, III 1139.
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404 Apelleon / Appeles Latopolis
404 Apollon Achaia
458-459 Apollon Antaiopolis




c. 400 Apphou Oxyrhynchos
339 Arabion Stathma
325 Arbition Pharbaithos















449-451 Auxonios (Aus-) Sebennytos
c. 650 Basilios Nikiou
? Basilios Oxyrhynchos
c. 650 Basilios Sais
553 Bassos Tamiathis
 Biktor: see Victor
431 Chrysaorios Aphroditopolis
c. 380 Dionysios Nikiou
325 Dios Antaiopolis
? Dioskoros Herakleopolis Magna
394-403 Dioskoros Hermopolis Parva
c. 383 Dorotheos Oxyrhynchos
325 Dorotheos Pelusium
c. 350 Drakontios Boubastos
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? Eugenios Hermopolis Magna
451 Eulogios Athribis
c. 350 Eulogios Daphnai
431 Eulogios Terenouthis






c. 728 Gamul Letopolis
444-49 Gennadios Hermopolis Magna
late V Gennadios Hermopolis Parva
540-551 Georgios Pelusium
c. 750 Georgios Sethroites
VIII Germanos Hermonthis
689 Gregorios Koussai







325 Harpokration Kynopolis kato
> 339 Hatres162 Maximianopolis










c. 362 Hermon Boubastos
?363 Heron ? Thebes?
451 Heron Thennesos
c. 325 Hesychios ?
332 Hierakammon / Eulogios ?
431-451 Hierax/-akios Aphnaiou
VII Horame Apollinopolis Magna
689 Iakob Andropolis
c. 743 Iakob Bousiris
> 347 Iakob Klysma
c. 480 Iakob Sais
451 Ianouarios Leontopolis
161 Variant of Hatres?
162 Ms. Atras; cf. I.Pan du désert 27.7.
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431-449 Ioannes I Hephaistou
c. 540 Ioannes II Hephaistou
V Ioannes Hermonthis




c. 690 Ioannes Nikiou
c. 590 Ioannes Paralos
451 Ioannes Psinchis
c. 720 Ioannes Sais
c. 470 Ioannes Sebennytos
689 Ioannes Terenouthis
c. 690 Ioannes Xois
? Ioannes ?












c. 425 Isaak, Apa I. ?
? Isaak ?
449-451 Isaias Hermopolis Parva
458-459 Isaias Naukratis
362 Isaias Philai
c. 330 Ischyras Mareotes
372 Ischyrion Leontopolis
> 404 Isidoros Athribis
? Isidoros Heliopolis







339 Kalosiris I Arsinoe
449 Kalosiris II Arsinoe
c. 770 Kollouthos Hermonthis
325 Kollouthos Kynopolis ano
c. 700 Komes, Apa K. Koptos
c. 755 Konstantinos Babylon
c. 500 Konstantinos I Lykopolis
c. 600 Konstantinos II Lykopolis





c. 625 Kyros Nikiou
431 Lampon / Lampetios Kasion
325-343 Loukios Antinoopolis









459 Marion Kynopolis kato
c. 325 Markos Pelusium
362 Markos Philai
347 Masios Latopolis
c. 325 Maximi(a)nos Arsinoe
325 Melas Arsinoe
c. 365 Melas Rhinokoroura
325 Meletios Lykopolis
c. 670 Menas Arsinoe
? Menas, Apa M. Koptos
c. 700 Menas Nikiou
c. 640 Menas Panopolis
743 Menas Thmouis
431 Metrodoros Leontopolis
c. 743 Michael Athribis
> 404 Mousaios Achaia
VII Moses, Apa M. Koptos




> 347 Nemesion Sais
c. 340 Nestorios Memphis
451-458 Nestorios Phragonis
347 Nilammon Syene
> 339 Nonnos Paralos
404 Ofellios Kleopatris
c. 680 Orion Sais
347 Orion Sethroites




163 Variant of name Papiskos?
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IV Patape, Apa P. Koptos








c. 750 Petros Bousiris
459 Petros Hephaistou
325 Petros Herakleopolis Magna
c. 630 Petros Nikiou
431 Petros Oxyrhynchos
458-59 Petros Skenai Mandrai
c. 743 Petros Terenouthis









c. 600?166 Pisenthios Hermonthis
c. 600 Pisenthios Koptos
c. 600 Pisrael Diokletianopolis
337 Pistos Mareotes




> 339 Ploution168 Apollinopolis Parva
early V Polybios Rhinokoroura
325->47 Potamon Herakleop./Sethroites
553 Prokopios Antinoopolis
c. 600 Psan, Apa P. ?
347 Psenosiris Koptos
c. 375-400 Psoulousia Philai
164 Variant of name Pinouthes?
165 The name is also spelled Pisozos. Maybe this is a variant of the name Piroous>Proous/Praous?
166 Or c. 410?
167 Ms: Pulsaminon.
168 Ms: Polotion.
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c. 700 Ptolemaios Memphis
c. 700 Ptolemaios Onouphis
c. 450-75 Ptolemaios Rhinokoroura
359 Ptolemaios Thmouis
431 Rouphinos Latopolis
c. 600 Rouphos Hypselis
451 Sabinos Koptos
431-c. 449 Sabinos Panopolis
339 Salomon Rhinokoroura
> 347 Sarapammon Diospolis kato
> 347 Sarapammon Nikiou
339 Sarapion Apollinopolis Parva
360-400 Sarapion Ostrakine
339 Sarapion Stathma
> 339 Sarapion Tentyra
339-362 Sarapion Thmouis
c. 600 Senouthios? Apollinopolis Magna




553 Sergios Kynopolis kato
c. 750 Severos Philai
339-347 Silbanos Arsinoe
431 Silbanos Koprithis
> 402 Silbanos Omboi
c. 350 Silbanos Tanis
? Simon ?






? Taurinos Apollinopolis Magna?
c. 450 Theodoros Antinoopolis
339 Theodoros Aphroditopolis
649 Theodoros Apollinopolis Magna
362 Theodoros Athribis
c. 743 Theodoros Babylon




c. 600 Theodoros Nikiou
347-360 Theodoros Oxyrhynchos

















335-343 Timotheos Diospolis, ano or kato?
?Byz. Timotheos Koptos
> 404 Timotheos Latopolis






c. 635 Victor Arsinoe
743 Victor Metelis
? Vincentius Koptos
c. 750 Zacharias Athribis
681-689 Zacharias Hermopolis Parva
c. 675 Zacharias Sais
c. 700 Zacharias Xois
449 Zenon Rhinokoroura
362 Zoilos Andropolis
c. 560 Zosimus Babylon
D.
(a) Sees of bishops which cannot be identified with a metropolis of an Egyptian nome
(names of places which, according to their respective entries in A. Calderini - S. Daris'
Dizionario Geografico are a 'cittá', are given in bold print):
1. A r e a s :
Boukolia Timm - Mareotes Timm IV 1593f.
Elearchia Timm I 358f. Paralos Timm I 450f.
2. L o c a l i t i e s :
Achaia Timm III 1230 Pelusium Timm II 926f.
Aphnaiou Timm I 137f. Phakoussae Timm II 923f.
Babylon Timm - Philae Timm I 392f.
Daphne Timm II 551f. Psinchis Timm IV 2039f.
Diokletianopolis Timm V 2173 Rhinokoroura Timm I 147f.
Gerrae Timm - Sele Timm V 2329
Hephaistou Timm V 2286 Skenai Mandron Timm V 2376
Kasion Timm - Stathma Timm -
169 Ms: Tauthites.
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Kleopatris Timm V 2311 Syene Timm I 222f.
Klysma Timm V 2164 Tamiathis Timm II 530f.
Koprithis Timm V 2161 Tauthites Timm VI 2671
Maximianopolis Timm IV 1624f. Terenouthis Timm VI 2537f.
Ostrakine Timm - Thennesos Timm VI 2686f.
One can only observe that there are quite a few localities in Egypt which never had the
status of a metropolis or any other form of 'city' status, in other words: it was evidently possible
that there were times when a bishop could be resident in what was technically a village (on this
question see in general A.H.M. Jones, The Later Roman Empire, 875-77 and notes). This raises,
especially for a papyrologist, the question of the locality where a few bishops mentioned in
papyri from Aphrodito actually officiated, in other words: are the bishops YeÒdvrow in P.Haun.
III 65.7 (V/VI), ÉIvãnnhw in P.Michael. 41.69 (539/554) and Foibãdiow in P.Giss. 55.7 (VI)
really bishops of Aphrodito, or are they bishops of an adjacent metropolis (e.g. Antaiopolis?)
under the jurisdiction of which the village Aphrodito fell (for this village see now the remarks in
REG 105 [1992] 235-6)? I cannot find any arguments in these texts which militate against the
idea that the bishops referred to may have officiated outside of Aphrodito (and Aphrodite is not
indicated as being an independent bishopric on S. Timm's map Ägypten. Das Christentum bis zur
Araberzeit (bis zum 7. Jahrhundert) [Wiesbaden 1983; TAVO B VI 15]). Furthermore, it may be
observed that in the papyri we find no parallel for a bishop who clearly resides in a village (for
the peculiar situation in Philae cf. the remarks by D. Feissel and K.A. Worp in OMRO 68 (1988)
97-111, esp. p.101f. note to line 3; evidently we are dealing here with a chorepiskopos [for these
cf. Lexikon des Mittelalters, II 1884, Art. "Chorbischof"; J. Aßfalg - P. Krüger, Kleines Wörter-
buch des Christlichen Orients 88, Art. Chorbischof; D. Feissel in Actes XIe Congr. d'archéologie
chrétienne, Rome 1989, 814ff.]). The literary documentation, however, seems to offer quite a
few attestations of this phenomenon and there does not seem to be an unambiguous answer to the
question (cf. also above, fnn. 137, 152).
(b) It is also well worth observing that, as far as the documentation which covers Egypt in
general is concerned, the papyrological documentation provides us with a picture quite different
from that which we have from the 'literary' documentation. Both the Greek and the Coptic papyri
tend to give information mainly about cities in Middle and Upper Egypt (the cities referred to
are: Antaiopolis, Antinoopolis, Apollinopolis Ano, Arsinoe, Diokletianopolis/Kos, Diospolis
Parva, Herakleopolis, Hermonthis, Hermopolis, Koptos, Letopolis, Lykopolis, Maximianopolis,
Oxyrhynchus, Panopolis, Philae, Syene, Theodosioupolis; only Letopolis is in the Delta) whereas
a great many of our literary sources refer to localities in the Delta. For this reason overlap
between the documentary and literary sources is rather accidental and occurs in only a few cases.
I note:
before A.D.400
ÉAyanãsiow Alexandria Lef. 380 = SB V 8698 (328-373)
ÉAmmvnianÒw / ÉAmm≈niow Antinoopolis P.Herm.Landl. I 298 = II 510 (c. 350)
ÉAr¤vn Antinoopolis P.Herm.Landl. I 305 = II 519; Anh. I 59 (c. 350)
ÉIsãk Letopolis P.Lond. VI 1914.7-8 (c. 335)
PlousianÒw Lycopolis170 P.Lips. 43.2,6 (IV)
ÑAtr∞w Maximianopolis I.Pan 27.7 (bef. 339)
170 Cf. above, fn. 10.
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YeÒdvrow Oxyrhynchos P.Oxy. XXXIV 2729.8 (c. 352; cf. Aegyptus 64
[1984] 219)
after A.D.400
YeÒfilow Alexandria SB VI 9527.5 (385-412)
Taur›now Apollinop.Ano P.Grenf. I 66.4 (VI/VII)
Kalos¤riow Arsinoe P.Prag. I 100.2; 101.1 (V)
ÉAbraãmiow Hermonthis P.Lond. I 77.16 (c. 600)
P°trow Oxyrhynchos P.Oxy. XVI 1967.3 (427)
(c) Finally, attention may be drawn to the fact that quite a few of the Egyptian bishops
listed in this paper bore distinctly pagan names which supposedly might have been offensive to
Christian ears. It is now evident that there was, after all, no absolute need for a bishop to bear a
100% 'Christian' name like Abraham, Petros, Paulos, etc.; names with an element, e.g., /ammon/
or /osiris/ were acceptable enough. Furthermore, the literary tradition has transmitted quite a few
strange names not known from other, esp. papyrological sources; they probably are no more than
scribal mistakes made during the Mss transmission of the individual texts concerned: cf., e.g.,
Aiglon, Apelleon (>Apollon?), Arabion (> Sarapion?), Athas, Hadra (>Hatres?), Masios,
Phasileus (>Basilios?), Psoulousia, Titonas (> Tithoes?) and also supra, list C.2, under Pabiskos,
Pininouthes, Pirozos, Plousammon, Ploution. On the other hand, a name like that of the bishop
'Verses' (Omboi, 402) transmitted by Hieronymus Ep. XCVIII.26 [cf. the Budé edition by J.
Labourt, vol. V, Paris 1955] and sometimes 'corrected' into the well-known Latin name 'Verres'
is quite acceptable once it is taken into account that a name OÈers∞w is listed in F. Preisigke's
Namenbuch.
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